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Great shows and amazing educational oppourtunities have this year packed for Pomona Chapter. Everything from new 
classes at the shows, new year end awards and new educational events could make this one of the best years yet!! 

Keeping up the pace…  
The first six months of this year 
have flown by packed with 
excitement in Pomona Chapter. 
The first show of the year at 
Ridge Riders in West Covina 
was a blast. The weather was 
great and we had an 
overwhelming offering of help 
from volunteers. Many people 
stepped in for extra help to set up 
and break down as well as 
helping the show run smoothly. 
The up-coming show will have 
some new things available so be 
sure to check out the premium. 

 

 The chapter has been very 
focused on giving back to the 
members and has done so in 
many ways. We sent Deidre 
Spalding to the CDS AA Clinic 
with Rachel Saveedra. She said 
she had a great time and learned 
a lot. Christie Cooper received a 
chance to audit the Stephen 
Peters Clinic at Flintridge. And 
most recently Chris Stevens has 
won our drawing for a spot at the 
CDS table during the USEF 
Festival of Champions in San 
Juan Capistrano. 

New 2008 Board Member 
We are sad to say that one of our board members decided to resign due to her overwhelming 
schedule. Carmela Bozulich stepped down so that someone with more time to devote to the 
chapter could take her place. Carmela will be missed as a board member but she will still be 
involved in the chapter as much as hher schedule allows. Stepping up to take Carmela’s 
place is Jennifer Mulgrew who has already become an intergral part of our show committee. 
Jennifer has already shown her enthusiam and commitment and the board is very excited to 
add her as our newest member! 

The first session of the 
Judges ‘L’ program has 
successfully come and gone. 
More sessions to come starting in 
June. Many that attended found it 
very helpful and extremely 
interesting to hear about 
everything from a judge’s 
perspective.  
 There are many exciting 
things happening in the chapter. 
If there is something we have not 
done you think would be fun, 
educational or exciting let us 
know!! Read on for details of all 
our exciting activities. 
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Editor’s Corner  
 
“Let me count the ways….” 
 

The first half of the year has flown by with so 
many things going on sometimes it is hard to keep 
track. Already this year we have had a show, one 
session of the learning judges program, sent a member 
to the CDS Adult Amateur Clinic, and paid one 
members audit fee to the Stephen Peters Clinic at 
Flintridge. If this wasn’t enough the activities keep 
coming. There are more shows coming up, more 
Judging programs and opportunities to watch the 
Olympic Selection Trials in San Juan Capistrano.  
 The Chapter is trying to offer things that appeal 
to everyone, so think about how you would like to be 
involved. And if there is something you would like to 
see the Chapter offer that the board hasn’t come up 
with, let us know!! Let’s make the most out of the 
summer we have ahead.  

 
 
Erin 
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WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU! 
 
    If you have something you would like to 
share with the Chapter about yourself, your 
horse or some other equestrian related 
experience, we invite you to submit your story 
to the newsletter editor for inclusion in one of 
our upcoming issues.  Submissions may be 
edited and will be reviewed by the Board and 
editor for suitability.  Letters to the 
Editor/Board are also encouraged. 

Send your submissions via email to 
erinvall@gmail.com  
or by regular post  to 

   Free Rein c/o  Erin Vallarino 
1700 Grevelia St  #C 

South Pasadena, CA, 91030 
 

2008 Board Members 
 
Amy Miller ▪ Chapter Chair 
626.827.2506 
slm5142@aol.com 
 
Stephanie Bennett ▪ Education Chair 
909.652.0371 
info@barnsidelabs.com 
 
Jennifer Mulgrew ▪ Show Committee 
909.458.1171 
stoneyfetish@hotmail.com 
 
Mylene Chow ▪ Secretary 
714.985.0366 
chowboyz@pacbell.net 
 
Peggy Hosking ▪ Logistics Chair 
951.258.7178 
hoslaw@sbcglobal.net 
 
Erin Vallarino ▪ Newsletter Editor 
951.532.4342 
erinvall@gmail.com  
 
Christie Cooper ▪ Sponsorship Chair 
562.682.1677 
ccooper@nutroproducts.com 
 
Heather Neely ▪ Treasurer 
714.638.1507 
heather.neely@sce.com 
 
Tiffany Kell Brinton ▪ Jr & Yr Coordinator 
714.528.6036 
TeamTKell@aol.com 
 
Maria Michaelson ▪ Award & Banquet Chair 
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Gifted Fund Recipent 
By Kathy Doyle 

First of all, I must say what a fantastic 
learning experience the Carol Lavell Gifted Fund has 
given me.  As a “backyard rider” that only receives 
professional instruction about three times a month, I 
was elated to be able to have a week of riding with 
Carol Tice.  I’m not so sure my partner, Nautique, 
was so appreciative.  He was perfectly happy with 
our, shall we say, “relaxed” way of going, and he had 
absolutely no qualms with flabby abs! 

Secondly, a very big thanks to Jim and Carol 
Tice for the above and beyond hospitality.  They 
allowed me to park my motor home right there on the 
ranch.  Jim had a little “campsite” for me amongst the 
pepper trees right next to Nautique’s stall.  We even 
had our own wash rack and turnout pen within 15 
feet of us.  It was fabulous! As outlined in my 
application letter, my goals 
were: 1) Improve suppleness 
through my body to allow my 
horse to become more supple. 
2) Lighten my horse to the 
aids. 3) Strengthen “push” for 
better extensions. 4) Lunge 
line work for me to improve 
my body awareness. 5) Learn 
the proper use of cavaletties. 

I am very happy to 
say that all of these were 
addressed and improved.  Through walking local 
trails in the morning, doing some yoga, using the 
Balimo chair, exercise ball and trampoline, I learned 
a lot about my body and how conditioning will help 
my riding.  The Balimo chair, exercise ball and 
trampoline were especially helpful because there was 
immediate and obvious feedback of exactly where 
my physical weaknesses are.  Carol gave me 
exercises to practice at home so that I will continue to 
improve my right-side weakness (residual effect of 
spinal cord surgery), which will also correct my habit 
of hanging on the left rein. 

Another tool Carol gave me is awareness of 
my breathing.  By learning where I was breathing 
into – upper, lower, right or left quadrant of my 
abdomen – I could affect my horse’s movement.  By 
moving my breathing around to the different 
quadrants, I used different muscles and thereby 
gained new communication with my horse.  Wow!  
Who knew such a simple little thing could make such 
a difference! 

Carol gave me two lunge line lessons that 
were fantastic – somewhat painful (no whining from 
me - whining only gets you more work!), but 
extremely beneficial.  I have the common problem of 
falling to the right.  What I learned on the lunge line 
was that my right hip and pelvis were coming too far 
forward.  It’s amazing how well you get to know 
those little muscles – they scream like big muscles 
when you ask a lot of them!  Carol had me move my 
horse in and out of the circle one step at a time, with 
my thighs and weight only.  Going to the left was 
obviously the weaker side because it required my 
right hip to stay back where it belonged in order to 
use my thigh properly.  Each step, Carol could see 
and feel Nautique's movement on the line and would 
give me feedback by saying, “he’s drifting” or 

“good”.  I was then able to 
make a quick adjustment of my 
hip and thigh. 

Cavaletti work was 
next on the agenda.  Carol set 
up cavaletties on each quarter-
line.  We were to come down 
center-line and leg-yield to the 
center of the cavaletti, then leg-
yield to the rail after the 
cavaletti.   Sounds simple 
enough.  This was a rude 

awakening for both Nautique and I!  For me, the 
control and position of the leg-yield along with 
accurately arriving at the center of the cavaletti was 
challenging.  It required all those little screaming 
muscles to get to work.  Nautique was not all that 
eager to pick up his hind feet, but after he hit the 
cavaletti a couple of times he decided it was less 
painful to pick ‘em up.  In the end it was a lot of fun 
for both of us even though it was hard work.  By the 
end of the session Nautique was wonderfully light, 
round and forward. 

During almost every session (two per day), 
Carol had us riding a pattern for at least half the 
lesson.  All of them were very helpful, but my 
favorite was a pattern that had us coming across the 
diagonal at the trot, into a leg-yield from center-line 
to quarter-line, then into the canter for half a 10 meter 
circle, and back to trot.  With a 17.3 hand horse, all 
of that comes very quickly, requiring a great degree 
of concentration on my breathing, balance, softness 
and clear communication with the horse.  Really, 
really fun!  It was great abdominal work for 
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Nautique, and made him more and more responsive 
to the aids because he had to be attentive.  This 
pattern forced me to prepare earlier for the next 
movement, something I really need to improve on for 
shows. 

After each ride, Carol would check out 
Nautique’s sweat pattern to be sure he was working 
all the right muscles.  Never a problem – he always 
got good-boy pats.  To check on me, she would 
inspect my saddle pad.  I always put a baby pad on 
under my regular saddle pad.  It’s much easier to 
throw a bunch of the baby pads in the washer than it 
is to put several of the heavy pads.  The baby pads 
keep most of the hair and dirt off the heavy pad, 
which allows me to wash the heavy ones less often.  

Also, by changing the baby pads each day, it makes it 
easy to see the dirt pattern on the pad so I know how 
I am distributing my weight in the saddle. Very 
helpful.     

As a “back yard" rider, it is extremely helpful 
to have this array of tools and knowledge to work 
with.  Having my horse at home has the benefit of 
allowing more riding time, but it also has the 
detriment of riding alone and not having the input of 
a trainer readily accessible.  Carol has given me a 
multitude of tools that give me immediate feedback, 
which will help me through the days or weeks 
between lessons with my local trainer.  My toolbox 
over-floweth. Thank you Carol Lavell, and The 
Dressage Foundation, Inc.   

  
 
 

What is the Carol Lavell Gifted fund? 
The Gifted Fund was established at The Dressage Foundation "To provide funding 

support for Adult Amateur Dressage riders who are working to sharpen their skills." The 
objective of the Gifted Fund is to enable the adult amateur Dressage rider to set aside time to 
take some concentrated work with their horses and trainers, away from the pressures of job 
and family. The Gifted Fund was seeded with Donations from Carol Lavell, which were received 
in special remembrance of her great Dressage Horse, "Gifted." Dressage enthusiasts who are 
particularly interested in assisting adult amateurs are also giving support to this Fund. 

For more information or an application for 2009 go to The Dressage Foundation at 
http://www.dressagefoundation.org/The_Carol_Lavell_Gifted_Fund.htm.  
 
New Chapter Scholarship 
 
By Amy Miller, Chapter Chair  
 

About 18 months ago, a good riding friend of mine passed away from colon (of sorts) cancer.  
After a few months went by, a few of us talked to her husband about different ways to remember her.  We 
came up with the Sharon Carpenter Scholarship Fund.   

Sharon started riding as an adult and always dreamed of competing. She was also an amazing 
volunteer for children’s Hospital of Orange County and several other charities. The criteria for receiving 
the scholarship are based upon Sharon’s goals and commitments. The scholarship is for adults in Pomona 
Chapter who are showing at Training level or above and who volunteer and give back to the chapter. 
After ironing out some details, we settled on starting the scholarship.   

Sharon's husband donated $25,000 to the CDS scholarship fund in Sharon's name.  Each year, the 
interest will be given out in increments of $500.  If the amount of interest allows, more than one 
scholarship will be awarded.  Chapter members have to send in their applications to the scholarship fund 
by April of each year. When CDS updates their website you can apply for the scholarship in 2009 by 
downloading the form from http://www.california-dressage.org/html/entry_forms.htm . 
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Calendar of Events 
2008 
 
 
May 17-May 18, 2008 
L Program Session A 
Introduction to Judging and Biomechanics 
Trenna Atkins 

 
 

June 15, 2008 
Anaheim Hills Dressage 
(CDS Recognized) 
Anaheim Hills, CA 
Contact Michelle Bates 714-838-7416 
Judge: E. Fagan 

 
 

June 28-June 29, 2008 
L Program Session B 
Judging criteria for gaits, paces, movements 
    and figures 
J. Ashton Moore 

 
 

July 6, 2008 
Steppin’ into Summer Dressage Show 
(CDS • USDF • USEF recognized) 
Maverick Ridge Riders Arena 
West Covina, CA 
Judges: Carole Hoffman (S) • Julie Sodowsky (R) 
 

 
July 13, 2008 
Hacienda Heights Schooling Show 
“The Park”   1885 Hacienda Road, 
 La Habra Heights, CA 
Judge: David Schmutz 
Contact: Faith Grimm 
FaithGrimm@Adelphia.net  714.904.9637 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

July 12-13, 2008 
RAAC Southern 
Los Angeles Equestrian Center 
Contact Regina Antonioli 805-306-1885 
 
July 26-27, 2008 
L Program Session C 
Collective Marks, Basics and Musical Freestyle 
Sandy Howard 
 

 
September 20-21, 2008 
Judging Full Tests in each level 
Sandy Howard 
Woodside, CA 
 

 
October 19, 2008 
All Hallows Eve Dressage Show 
(CDS Recognized) 
Maverick Ridge Riders Arena 
West Covina, CA  
Judges: Mary Grace Davidson (S) • Kristi Wysocki (R) 
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PROUD SPONSOR OF CDS POMONA CHAPTER 
YOUTH DRESSAGE TEAM 
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What to wear when..... 
By Susan Hoffman Peacock 
 
Deciding what to wear for different occasions is difficult. What is appropriate? And what will make the judge, 
clinician or instructor wonder where you found your outfit. These are guidelines I have developed over the years. 
 
Shows 

The USEF rulebook clearly states that we are required to wear light 
colored breeches, light colored shirt, dark coats, tall boots, gloves and headgear 
such as a hard hat or a top hat. Tradition is that the coat is black or navy blue yet 
dark grey seems to be an up and coming color. Velvet collars and colored piping 
can add some flair. Buttons can be the same color as the coat, contrasting color 
or metallic. The choices seem to be endless. The number one rule is when in 
doubt stay traditional. Dressage has a long history and staying close to the 
standards can honor it. Proper fitting clothes can show off the rider’s position, 
highlighting the positives for the rider position score. Visit the tailor so your 
sleeves aren’t too long or short and the waist doesn’t pucker or bulge. Make sure that your breeches are clean and 
not too baggy. Your tall boots should shine, half chaps are not allowed. 
 
Clinics 

The point of a clinic is to learn and to improve your riding. You should look neat and tidy and appropriate 
for the weather conditions.  A helmet should be worn with your hair neatly tied back or contained in the helmet. 

Ball caps should be avoided. Your breeches should be light in color so that the 
instructor can see a contrast between your leg and your saddle. A shirt with a 
collar such as polo or a fitted blouse will look best. If it is cool most people ride 
with a vest because it will accent a rider who sits tall. During very cold weather 
a jacket or sweater may bee needed. Choose one that isn’t going to be too bulky 
and hide your rider’s position. A T-shirt is OK only if you know that you are not 
going to get too warm and need to take the vest or jacket off during your ride. 
Once again your boots need to shine. Paddock boots and half chaps are only 
appropriate if the clinic organizer has approved them or if you have a special 

circumstance. Most riders choose colors that not too bright and patterns that are not distracting. White polo wraps 
are typical but if you don’t use polo wraps new looking white protective boots will show the movement of your 
horse’s legs. Saddle pads are usually white with limited trim. You want to look good enough so that photos taken at 
the clinic can be used for promotions. 
 
Lessons 

Lesson attire is more casual than clinic attire. You want to be comfortable 
while you ride, but not sloppy or messy. Your hair should be neat and tied back if 
needed. It is always a good idea to wear a helmet but if you don’t a ball cap 
contains your hair as well. Darker colored breeches that are easier to maintain are 
appropriate as long as your instructor doesn’t mind. Some instructors have strong 
opinions about bright patterns and neon colors. They might find these outfits 
distracting. Some find them entertaining. You are still looking for your instructor’s 
input about your body alignment not your choice of sweatshirts. Ask them if they 
have a preference. 
 
These guidelines should help you create a good first impression on the judge, clinician or instructor. There is a 
saying, “Dress for the job you want”. These guidelines will help you dress for the rider you want to become. 
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Gayle Smith 
Dressage Clinic 

 
Call for Next Date  

 
USDF Bronze & Silver Medalist, Gayle Smith, will offer a clinic  

At Azure Farms in Norco, CA  
Beginning through FEI, all breeds welcomed and encouraged. 

 

$60 per ride 
Auditors Free 

By Reservation Only 
Please call 951 354 0103 or 951 258 7178  

for more information 
 
Gayle qualified 5 horses for 2007 Championships (DASC, CDS, CDS HOY, USDF, USDF HOY & USEF) and is a 
demonstration rider for the Young Horse Symposium to be held 11/3&4/2007.  She has consistently qualified 
horses for USDF Horse of the Year and was ranked 6th in the US in 1993 as Fourth Level Amateur Owner.  She 
was the Cornerstone Champion – Open Division Training Level – 2007, Cornerstone Champion – Open Division, 
2nd Level in 1999 and Cornerstone Champion – Open Division, Training Level – 2005.  She was also Ranked 1st in 
US on a American Morgan Horse Association, was the USA American Trakehner Futurity Reserve Champion – 
2000, the Jane Jackson Scholarship, the Cal Bred Futurity – 5th in – 2002, the CDS – Pomona Chapter, High Score 
Dutch Warmblood Year End Award – 2005, the Diana Preisco Mink Award recipient – 1998.  
 
Not to be outdone, several of Gayle’s students have also been successful in the show ring.  This year, several 
students & horses qualified for DASC, CDS & USDF Championships and her student won the Dover Adult 
Amateur Medal – 2007, another won the Junior Young Rider CDS Championship 1st Level & qualified for USDF 
Junior Young Rider Championships 1st Level – 2006. 

 

Gayle Smith on Phoebe 
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2008 CDS Adult Amateur Clinic 
  
By Deirdre Spalding 
 
Dear Pomona Chapter Board and Members, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to participate in the CDS Southern California Adult Amateur Clinic with Rachel 
Saavedra.  It was a great weekend of training, relaxation and fun at the Pavlich’s beautiful Shadow Ridge 
Equestrian Center. The Pavlichs made us feel very welcome.  
 
On Thursday evening we met for a lecture with discussion in the Pavlich home.  Carol Tice also greeted us and 
helped us with our logistics. From the start Rachel made us all feel at ease. The format of the clinic was explained, 
as some of the lessons were paired. The horses were a little calmer with a buddy and it was nice to ride with 
another rider-horse combo of the same level.  Rachel stressed the training pyramid throughout the lesson and then 
worked on specific details for each rider.  A couple of the upper level horses were in solo lessons, which we all 
enjoyed watching. 
 
On the first day Rachel brought up a recurring theme in my riding, which is, taking the outside leg off, she also took 
the time to explain the aids used in a “bending seat” in addition to the outside leg. A critical piece for me was 
maintaining the bend throughout my half-halt, instead of straightening him.  On a circle I needed to bring him back 
to my bending hips and keep his shoulders on the circle line.  This small adjustment resulted in a consistent bend 
throughout the movement, especially as my guy tends to think forward and the half-halts can be plentiful! 
 
The next day Rachel briefly attached a lunge line from the outside girth buckle around the hindquarters to her hand 
in the center of the circle.  She only applied pressure to the hind quarters if he did not respond to my outside leg.  I 
think a light bulb went on for my horse and he really had a great bend.  This improved both the shoulder-in and 
haunches-in. Then Rachel had me think of half-halting into a rein-back and the shoulders came up through the 
transition. We also worked on an exercise to release his poll through a figure eight. 
 
My horse really was much more through and consistent in my third lesson.  It was a culmination of Rachel’s 
exercises to get him soft in the poll, riding with a bending seat and having improved half-halts.   
 
I learned so much watching the other riders.  There was day by day improvement in all of the lessons.  It can be so 
enlightening to watch how much a horse can change with just a small correction of the rider.  The horses ranged 
from Training/1st level to a lovely Grand Prix school master with lots of nice horses of various breeds.  One of the 
highlights was a beautifully ridden Pas de Deux by two very handsome paints. It was also great to get together with 
a group of dedicated riders, who were supportive and fun.  I look forward to seeing them again at shows and other 
CDS related events. 
 
This was a great experience working with a very positive coach and addressing specific training issues.  Most 
importantly the environment was relaxed and really conducive to learning. I would highly recommend the Adult 
Amateur clinic to a rider at any level. 
 
Very sincerely,  
Deirdre Spalding 
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 2008 Sponsorship Packages 
 

*All Sponsorships will receive a link from our website to yours!! 

 
Partner                                                                                                                                                    

¼ page ad in every Free Rein Newsletter. 
Recognition on the Award Winning Pomona Chapter website.                                              

$250 

 
Junior Supporter 

This special fund will go directly towards the Juniors who belong to the Pomona Chapter.  
This will help defray costs of clinics and championship show expenses. 

Receive all the benefits of the Partner.  
In addition your (business) name/logo will be placed on all ribbons for one show of your pick and you will be 

upgraded to a FULL PAGE AD! 
This is limited to the first 5 businesses.  

$500 
 

Contributor                                                                                                                                               
1/2 page ad in every Free Rein Newsletter.            

 Choose to advertise your business with 4 different ads in each newsletter.  
Recognition on the Award Winning Pomona Chapter.                                      

 Provide a banner for your business and we will place it up at all of our shows. 
We will place your literature/coupons/samples in exhibitor packets at all shows. 

$1000 
 

Champion                                                                                                                                               
Full page ad in every Free Rein Newsletter.             

Choose to advertise your business with 4 different ads in each newsletter. 
 Recognition on the Award Winning Pomona Chapter.                                      

 Provide a banner for your business  and we will place it up at all of our shows.   
We will place your literature/coupons/samples in exhibitor packets at all shows.                                                

Vendor booths available at each show.                                                                                                                                                
$2000 
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Chapter News 
Raising Your Standards   
By Christie Cooper 

I had the best luck in winning the Steffen Peters clinic auditor ticket for volunteering at the April 
chapter show.  There were 6 rides planned on Saturday.  Each horse and rider combination was very 
different, from a 4 year old who was surprisingly good until Steffen pointed that out, to an event rider 
who was looking to improve her dressage skills.  Steffen rode this horse and in a matter of about 3 strides, 
no joke, 3 strides had the horse going from being hollow in the back with his neck up and a very quick 
tempo to being rounder over the back, accepting the bit more consistently and slowing the tempo and 
having the horse reach more under from his hind legs and taking a longer step.  Absolutely amazing!  
There was a Spanish horse doing 2nd level and a mare working towards 4th level, who was very stunning. 

 
The bottom line with each rider that Steffen wanted to impress upon each of them was to “raise 

their standards” and not to accept things to easily.  He wanted each rider to get a reaction out of their 
horse and to make a difference and make it quickly not 8 circles later. Steffen is an amazing rider and has 
such a feel for the horse and is able to literally just get on a make a huge difference.  Seeing what “his” 
standards were gave me a visual for getting more out of my horse.  I went back to my barn and told my 
trainer, Gayle Smith, that my mission was to raise my standards on each and every ride and for the entire 
duration of my ride!! 

Thank you to the Pomona Chapter for giving me the opportunity to be able to audit this clinic.  It was an 
eye opening experience! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
 

Mrs. Pastures 
Cookies For Horses 
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Chapter News 
 
Spring Fling Show   
By Peggy Hosking 

"What a nice show!"  This is the comment that I heard throughout the day and even after the April 
show.  There are no kinder words that show management can ever hear.  The reality is that it takes the 
cooperation of all the competitors, spectators, parents, spouses, kids, friends, volunteers, judges, show 
management, the Ridge Rider's Board and the City of West Covina to make a "nice show."  Thank you to 
each and every person who participated, volunteered, cheered a friend on or just plain, "helped make it all 
happen".  Amy has put together a fantastic (and impressive) list of all the volunteers who helped out for 
the April show, but I want to add a few additional "thank yous".   Would you believe that we set 2 courts 
in less than 45 minutes?  I think this is some kind of record!  This is thanks to the forward thinking of 
Greg Brinton and Steve Bennett.  They've come up with a neat contraption to help us know exactly where 
the poles and corners go so that we end up with beautifully straight and square courts in really short order. 
 Then, all the "muscle" jumped in and actually set the courts, letters & judges’ stands.  I also want to 
thank Lori Hayden and her friends for watering the Ridge Riders arena every night for an entire week 
before the show to make sure that the footing was "just right".  

 
I want to call out the cheerful and special effort of Mylene Chow, parking attendant extraordinaire, 

and everyone who cooperated as we implemented the new parking policy.  We truly appreciate your 
understanding and cooperation, even though it mean that cars had to park outside the gates.  I don't think 
we had a single horse trailer who couldn't find a parking space - for the first time ever!  Our competitors 
commented that it was much easier to get in and out and to the arena and the West Covina Police 
Department came to tell us that they appreciated us addressing this issue so that emergency personnel 
could get through quickly should the need ever arise.  Again, thank you all for coming to the show and for 
making it a success!" 

 
Finally, a HUGE thank you to Amy Miller for coordinating all the volunteers.  That is no small 

task in and of itself and she does a wonderful job of finding just the right people for the job!  Please see 
Amy's thank you to all the volunteers to see who helped make this show a success!  Without volunteers, 
we could never have a show.
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Chapter News 
 
 
Spring Fling Show Results 
 
April 13, 2008 
 Dressage Seat Equitation JR/YR 
  (C) Maffei,  
J 1 Brittany LaJoie Pee Wee O Matic 80.000% 
J 1 Brianne Kaak Phantom of the Opera 80.000% 
 Dressage Seat Equitation AA 
  (C) Maffei,  
A 1 Cathy Lindfors Metro   76.000% 
A 2 Jennifer R Mulgrew Chexmate DF 70.000% 
A 3 Kimberly Hudson Watts Zinca 63.000% 
 Intro Level Test A  AA/Jr 
  (C) Maffei,  
A 1 Kimberly Hudson Watts Zinca 69.500% 
A 2 Rebecca Nerney Irish Crème 57.500% 
A 3 Lori L Hayden Soft Coral 54.000% 
A 4 Kris Hubbard Valley Oaks Scirraco 50.000% 
 
J 1 Elysha Frame RA Kharismic Danse 61.500% 
J 2 Susie Davidson A Little Spice 59.500% 
J 3 Cherlyn Buchanan Jackson  58.500% 
J 4 Cherlyn Buchanan Jackie  55.000% 
J 5 Lauren Tomasula Wavoka Ghost Dance  53.000% 
J Jessica Elkouby     Predomanation 50.500% 
 Intro Level Test B  AA/Jr 
  (C) Curtis,  
A 1 Kimberly Hudson Watts       Zinca 68.000% 
A 2 Rebecca Nerney Irish Crème 67.000% 
A 3 Lori L Hayden Soft Coral 48.500% 
 
J 1 Alyssa Palmquist Too Much Bling 68.000% 
J 2 Elysha Frame RA Kharismic Danse 61.500% 
J 3 Heather Young Jackson 56.500% 
J 4 Cherlyn Buchanan Jackie 53.500% 
J 5 Susie Davidson A Little Spice 53.000% 
J Jackie Elkouby Sunday Prospect 52.000% 
J Jessica Elkouby Predomanation 51.500% 
J Lauren Tomasula Wavoka Ghost Dance 47.500% 
 Training Level Test 1 
  (C) Maffei, 
A 1 Pam McVicar Bella Regala 59.565% 
A 2 Stephanie A Hardy Deco's Copper Lacey 56.957%  
 
J 1 Ronnie Kirk Midnight Moon 68.696% 
J 2 Alyssa Palmquist Too Much Bling 67.391% 
J 3 Lacee K Sandberg Silver Lining 65.652% 
J 4 Susie Davidson A Little Spice 57.391% 
J 5 Morgan Spencer Makin Magic 56.087% 
J Sarah Fuentes Ima Dun Dreamin 54.783% 
J Kathryn Keegan Amadeas Mozart 54.783% 
J Jackie Elkouby Sunday Prospect 50.000% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Training Level Test 2 
  (C) Curtis,  
A 1 Kathy Dodson Pedro  65.357% 
A 2 Krystal Stronks Skippas Intimidator 61.071% 
A 3 Pam McVicar Bella Regala 55.714% 
A 4 Rachel Friedrichs Grits  53.214% 
A 5 Stephanie A Hardy Deco's Copper Lacey 47.143% 
 
J 1 Ronnie Kirk Midnight Moon 62.500% 
J 2 Alyssa Palmquist Too Much Bling 61.786% 
J 3 Makenna Spencer Zeppelin  59.286% 
J 4 Morgan Spencer Makin Magic 57.857% 
J 5 Sarah Fuentes Ima Dun Dreamin 57.857% 
J Lacee K Sandberg Silver Lining 55.714% 
J Kathryn Keegan Amadeas Mozart 52.143% 
 Training Level Test 3 
  (C) Maffei,  
A 1 Karen O'Neill Customized 67.200% 
A 2 Eric B Grimm Remise 65.600% 
A 3 Echo Casale Abeta Storm 65.200% 
A 4 Wendy West Devon 63.200% 
A 5 Brenna Girard Storm 63.200% 
A Joanne Gentry-Ebert Santa Rosarita 62.000% 
A Krystal Stronks Skippas Intimidator 58.800% 
A Heather Endresen Esprit 55.600% 
A Lisa Copeland Marilyn's Victor 54.800% 
A Rachel Friedrichs Grits 52.800% 
 
J 1 Brittany LaJoie Pee Wee O Matic 69.600% 
J 2 Victoria Bardales  Mercedes Colored Flight 60.000% 
J 3 Kady McCracken Naidar  57.200% 
 Training Level Test 4 
  (C) Curtis,  
A 1 Karen O'Neill Customized 67.600% 
A 2 Echo Casale Abeta Storm 66.000% 
A 3 Joanne Gentry-Ebert Santa Rosarita 65.600% 
A 4 Brenna Girard Storm  65.600% 
A 5 Cathy Lindfors Metro  63.200% 
A Wendy West Devon  61.600% 
A Eric B Grimm Remise  61.600% 
A Heather Endresen Esprit  60.400% 
A Kathy Dodson Pedro  56.800% 
A Lisa Copeland Marilyn's Victor 56.400% 
 
J 1 Kady McCracken Naidar  63.600% 
J 2 Brittany LaJoie Pee Wee O Matic 60.800% 
 
 First Level Test 1 
  (C) Maffei,  
A 1 Anna Beal Viktor  65.000% 
A 2 Anna Beal Uzziyahoo 64.667% 
A 3 Sandra Walker Picasso VDA 61.333% 
A 4 Cathy Lindfors Metro  58.333% 
O 1 Jennifer Reynen Darton  58.000% 
 First Level Test 2 
  (C) Curtis,  
A 1 Sandra Walker Picasso VDA 67.222% 
A 2 Anna Beal Uzziyahoo 67.222% 
A 3 Steve Severance The Diplomat 65.833% 
A 4 Gail Fernandez Aaike K 64.167% 
A 5 Anna Beal Viktor 56.389% 
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First Level Test 3 
  (C) Maffei,  
A 1 Jill Shirley Fenian 64.286% 
A 2 Jennifer R Mulgrew Chexmate DF 62.286% 
A  3 Gail Fernandez Aaike K    62.000% 
A 4 Christine Martin Ganadero 57.714% 
A 5 Lynn Cofield Franklin  56.286% 
 First Level Test 4 
  (C) Curtis,  
A 1 Jill Shirley Fenian  65.789% 
A 2 Jennifer R Mulgrew Chexmate DF 63.421% 
A 3 Lauren Spear In The Mist 62.368% 
A 4 Lynn Cofield Franklin  58.684% 
 
O 1 Carly Davis Won Me Over 67.105% 
 Second Level Test 1 
  (C) Maffei,  
J 1 Brianne Kaak        Phantom of the Opera 60.263% 
 
O 1 Carolyn Tice Cerman  62.368% 
 Second Level Test 2 
  (C) Curtis,  

A 1 Lauren Spear In The Mist 57.027% 
 
 
J 1 Brianne Kaak        Phantom of the Opera 58.649% 
 
O 1 Carolyn Tice Cerman  66.757% 
 Second Level Test 3 
  (C) Maffei,  
A 1 Steve Severance The Diplomat 55.349% 
 Third Level Test 1 
  (C) Curtis,  
A 1 Susan Foley Foxhollow Compass Rose 53.077% 
 Third Level Test 2 
  (C) Maffei,  
A 1 Susan Foley Foxhollow Compass Rose 53.333% 
 Fourth Level Test 1 
  (C) Curtis,  
A 1 Sonia Regenfuss Fabiola  60.698% 
 Fourth Level Test 2 
  (C) Maffei,  
A 1 Sonia Regenfuss Fabiola  56.364% 
 Prix St. Georges 
  (C) Curtis,  
O 1 Tiffany Kell Brinton Pantros-S  64.750%

 
Show Updates 

Don't forget, July is our *** rated show.  It will be a single day show at Ridge Rider's Arena in 
West Covina.  We're adding a few new things to the schedule - try them out and let us know what you 
think!  First, we've added a materiale class.  This class is specifically designed for young horses that may 
not be quite ready for a whole test but it provides the opportunity for feedback regarding your horse's 
potential for dressage.  The class is held for mares & fillies and then for colts, geldings & stallions and 
will be broken up by 3 year olds and 4 & 5 year olds, if entries warrant.  Horses are shown in the ring 
together and will be asked to demonstrate walk, trot and canter.  4 & 5 year olds may be asked to 
demonstrate a lengthening.  

Pomona Chapter is pleased to announce that we will participate in the "CDS Pony Award".  The 
CDS Pony Award is a ribbon that goes to the high scoring pony at each CDS recognized show. The shows 
identify the high scoring pony in their results and the CDS Central Office will send out the awards to the 
pony and pony rider. All pony riders must inform show management that they would like to be eligible 
for the pony award and to be designated on the results cover sheet if they are the high score pony. To be 
eligible, all ponies must have a current USEF Pony Measurement Card. CDS will also offer a Year End 
Award for the overall highest scoring pony Training and above.  The Chapter will also have a yearend 
high point pony award, sponsored in 2008 by Suzie Peacock.  Remember, to be eligible, you must let 
show management know that you want your points to count and your pony must have a valid USEF 
measurement card.  If you don't have a pony card, contact Peggy Hosking (951) 258-7178 or Amy Miller 
(626) 827-2506 to arrange to have your pony measured at the July show! 

Finally, you may have noticed that any points earned at the October show were eligible to be 
counted as DASC points.  In April, if you wanted your points to count toward DASC championships or 
yearend awards, you needed to be a member of DASC and pay a $1 fee per horse entered at the show.  
We will continue this for the July show.  If you are interested in having your points count toward DASC, 
too, please let us know so that we can apply for the August show.  If our members are interested, we will 
offer it.  If our members are not interested, we will discontinue it. 
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Voluenteers Extrodinaire!   
 
By Amy Miller, Voluenteer Coordinator 
 

On a steamy hot Saturday evening, the Pomona Chapter set up crew worked their magic again!  
Greg Brinton and Steve Bennett used Greg’s ever improving clever cable invention to have both courts set 
up within an hour and a half!  Tiffany Kell Brinton, Lauren Wetzel, Stephanie Bennett, Peggy Hosking 
and Lori Hayden all helped set out pylons and line up poles.   

Gayle Smith, Christie Cooper, Peggy Hosking and Robyn Young arrived first thing on Sunday 
morning to help finish setting up the E-Z up tents and put the final touches on the arenas.  Robyn and Jack 
Young completed emergency “letter” surgery by using super glue to re-attach the court letters to our wood 
boxes.  Robyn also spent time hanging our sponsorship banners on the bleachers to give our show its 
festive atmosphere!  Mylene Chow received a compliment from the local law enforcement on her 
excellent abilities as our parking director.  Way to go Mylene! 

Peggy Hosking and Christie Cooper were our show managers. Diana Muravez kept our show 
office in sync.  Christie also recruited sponsors and found great prizes for our first place and high point 
winners.  Dhana and Jennifer Holck scored tests in record speed while watching the show from their post 
above the show office.  Jody Scott and Kathy Doyle ran for tests all day.   

Gayle Smith, Clarrisa Winslow, and Chris Stevens scribed for our judges.  Both the judges and the 
scribes requested air conditioners for the next show!  It was 103F on show day!  Jack Young announced 
riders and sponsors in the morning while Steve Foley took over the microphone in the afternoon.  Mary 
Jane Perlick, Melinda Scharf, Suzette Kallen and Karen and Hayley Buckingham kept our rings running 
smoothly as the ring stewards.  The Pomona Chapter Juniors provided a super lunch sale.  Between the 
baked goods and the croissant sandwiches, no one left hungry! 

As the show wound down on Sunday afternoon, the tear down crew leapt into action.  Cathy 
Lindfors, Kathy and David Doyel, Jennifer Mulgrew, Sharon and Brianne Kaak, Suzette Kallen, Krystal 
Stronk, Gayle Smith, Suzie Peacock, Erin Vallarino, Gail Fernandez, and Jill and Jeff Shirley worked in 
perfect unison to two sets of poles, pylons and letters as well as all of our office supplies into our tiny 
show trailer.  It was a sight to behold!  Soon, very soon, our chapter will move into our new, super-giant 
show trailer!  Susie Peacock used her truck to haul both judges’ stands (all at one time!) over to the Ridge 
Riders’ storage shed.  Amy Miller drove the trailer back to her home in Covina to wait for the final 
transition to the new trailer. 

A special thank you goes to Susie Peacock who also used her truck to jump start one of our 
volunteer’s trucks.  Not only do we help out the chapter, but we are there for each other too!  Way to go!! 
Our next chapter show is July 6th at Ridge Riders in West Covina.  We can’t wait to see all of you again.  
New faces are always welcome! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter News  
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Voluenteer Hours 
 

Super Volunteers! 
4 or more hours already completed 

A Round of Applause to the following VIPs! 

Anna Beal 
Stephanie Bennett* 
Tiffany Kell Brinton 
Hayley Buckingham 
Bert Cape 
Christie Cooper* 
Mylene Chow* 
Kathy Doyel  
Diane Duacsek 
Cheryl English 
Gail Fernandez  
Stephanie Field 
Susan Foley 
Wendy Fuire 
Nancy Haas 

Emma Haas  
Julie Hafner 
Lori Hayden 
Julissa Hoogeveen 
Peggy Hosking* 
Kim Hudson-Watts 
Andrea Jackson 
Olivia Jones 
Janet Jones 
Brianne Kaak  
Suzette Kallen 
Cathy Lindfors  
Kathryn Mayo 
Amy Miller*  
Pam McVicar 

Maria Michaelson 
Jennifer Mulgrew* 
Heather Neely  
Susie Peacock 
Mary Jane Perlick 
Mark Potter 
Sonia Regenfuss 
Melinda Scharf  
Jody Scott  
Jill Shirley 
Jeff Shirley  
Gayle Smith 
Laurie Southern 
Diedre Spalding 
Morgan Spencer 

Chris Stevens   
Krystal Stronk 
Carol Tice  
Erin Vallarino* 
Cauleen Walker 
Sandra Walker 
Kim Watts 
Lauren Wetzel  
Clarissa Winslow 
Alexa Wrench  
Rhiannon Yard  
Heather Young  
Michelle Bates 

*elected Board member for2008 
 

**if your name should be here and isn’t, we’re sorry! Please contact Amy Miller (slm5142@aol.com) for corrections** 
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By Peggy Hosking 
 

Last weekend, the Pomona Chapter kicked off its "L" Judge training program with 10 
participants and 20 auditors.  The first day and a half were lectures on rules, biomechanics, the 
training scale and guidelines for judging.  Since it was over 100 degrees outside, we were all 
THRILLED to be inside, in the air conditioning!  Judge Trenna Atkins was the instructor for the 

day and kept up a lively paced trying to get through the 
volumes of material while answering questions from 
both participants and auditors.  As an auditor, I am well 
aware that the program is designed for the participants 
(who are paying much more than I am!), so I do 
appreciate when an instructor takes questions from the 
auditors as well - time permitting.  Judge Atkins had 
several video clips, diagrams and photographs to give 
specific examples of movements from training through 
second level and gave us an analysis of the comments 

and scores that might be given for each.  I tested myself by trying to guess what score she 
would give and often I was pleasantly surprised that I was pretty close.  

 
I was thrilled to see a few Pomona Chapter members taking advantage of the opportunity 

to learn what the judges are taught to look for.  Gayle Smith and Cynthia Allan Lapp are chapter 
members who are participants in the program.  Erin 
Vallarino, Charlene Dean, Christie Cooper, Stephanie Field, 
Chris Stevens, Carley Davis, Debbie Lenz and I all audited.  
Auditors and participants had the chances to have lunch 
together on Saturday and Sunday in a way that we rarely 
have time for, so that was another positive to each day.  

 
On Sunday, we caravanned over to Terri Wood's 

"Woodfield Farms" in Yucaipa.  Terri is a wonderful hostess 
and her facility is beautiful with huge light airy stalls and an 

AWESOME covered arena.  Even with 
the covered arena, it was hot!  Our 
demonstration riders were Anna Beal, Kim Hudson-Watts, Erin Vallarino, 
Katherine Mayo, Carly Davis, Cheryl English and Deirdre Spalding.  Each 
was asked to demonstrate movements from the levels they are schooling 
and showing.    Judge Atkins then asked each rider to make a slight 
modification (more weight in the outside seat bone, give, ask the horse to 
take more contact, etc.) so that the participants could see that the 
comments, when executed by the rider, did actually make a change in the 
performance of the movement.  In this way, the participants could see that 
a certain comment might give the rider direction on improving their 
performance, which, after all, is the goal of training.  Judge Atkins even 
sent a summary e-mail with a snippet for each demonstration rider in case 

The ‘L’ Program 
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they weren't able to hear the discussion with the 
participants.  I have to commend all the riders for 
participating in the heat and for being such good 
sports as we watched their rides.  

We also had a few sponsors who donated items 
for raffles and gift bags - CoolMedics donated several 
scarves, cool caps and vests to be raffled off 
throughout the program.  Rosie's Coveralls donated t-
shirts and 2 styles of Coveralls that are excellent for 
grooming, body clipping, stall cleaning, braiding - or 
just plain staying clean in our white breeches!  Linda's 
Feed in Norco donated coupons for 10% off any 

purchase, AppleSnaxx and samples of Integrity Horse Feeds.  Together with Integrity Feeds, 
they donated 6 bags of feed to be raffled off throughout the program.  RedHawk Ranch donated 
lovely canvas bags and baseball caps which were distributed to the participants.  Nutro Pet 
Products donated samples of cat and dog food, lunch, and coupons.  Best, Best & Krieger LLP 
donated the conference room in their Ontario office, polo shirts to be raffled off and gift bags 
containing baseball caps, pens, mints, pads of paper for all the participants and auditors.  Don't 
forget to support all of our sponsors because we simply could not offer wonderful programs like 
this without their support.  (If you'd like to be a sponsor, please contact Peggy Hosking on (951) 
258-7178 or Christie Cooper on (562) 682-1677.)" 

 
Finally, I just want to say that Christie Cooper did a phenomenal job of organizing all the 

demonstration riders, participants, food, hotel, facilities, traveling and materials.  I don't know 
where she finds the energy, but I don't think the program could have run smoother.  I think I 
speak for everyone in attendance when I say, "Way to go, Christie!  Thank you!” 

If you would like to audit, or be an alternate demonstration rider, please contact Christie Cooper 
on (562) 682-1677. 
 

 
L Program Participants and Instructor Trenna Atkins at Woodfield Frams 
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Treasurer’s Report 
 
 
Prepared by Heather Neely, 2007 Treasurer 
 

 
Kudos to the Chapter!  We are well into 2008 and have a healthy bank account, 

even after the purchase of a new trailer that will accommodate both of our courts!  We had 
a well attended April show and due to local judges, incurred minimal expenses.  THANK 
YOU to all our competitors and especially to our show committee and volunteers! 

A lot of fun and new things are planned this year and next for the membership, 
including our first ever USDF L 
(Learner’s judge) program (note our current account balance does not show the bulk of 
expenses related to the program, those are forthcoming).  Be sure to stay informed so you 
don’t miss anything! If you have an idea you’d like to see implemented, contact anyone of 
your Board members – their email addresses and phone numbers are located elsewhere in 
this newsletter. 
 

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT 
30 April 2008 

 
Ending Balance 12.31.07  9,155.46 

 
Income:       Expenses: 
Sponsorships/Awards   2,900.00  L Program    3,049.29 
Junior Sponsorships   750.00   Newsletter    675.67 
L Program Income   11,575.00  Web Hosting    300.00 
April Show Receipts   7,435.00  2007 Expenses   324.44 
TOTAL INCOME:   $ 31,815.46  Adult Amateur Clinic   150.00 

April Show Expenses   3,287.68 
Show Trailer/Registration  4,109.00 
Future Show Expenses  30.00 
HOLD: Junior Account Balance 1,897.46 

TOTAL EXPENSES:          $ 17,166.83 
 

Ending Balance 5.31.08         $ 14,648.63 
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Horses For Sale    

  
 
7 yr. Dutch gelding, bay, 16.1 hands.  Currently 
showing first level with scores in the mid to 
high 60’s. Goes on trail, jumps, very safe and 
reliable.  By Flemmingh out of a 
Nimmedor/Lord mare.  Great amateur show 
horse.$35k (714) 744-1654. 

 3yr Dutch gelding, black, 16.1 hands.  Just 
being started. He is an amateurs’ dream 
horse. He is uphill, has good ridability and 
excellent temperament. His ½ sister is 
competing at 2nd level.  By Rhodium out of a 
Rohdiamant/Donnerhall mare. 
$25k (760) 728-0357   www.ranchodeloro.com 

2008 colt by Westpoint (Jazz/Michelangelo)-top 
5yr Stallion in Holland and 2008 foal by 
Prestige(Silvano N/Goodtimes). Other young 
prospects available. 
(760) 728-0357  www.ranchodeloro.com 
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Staying Informed 
and Up to Date!! 

Want to be involved in 2008? 
Keep an eye on our website 
www.cdspomonachapter.org or 
contact a board member for how 
you can make the most of this 
chapter. 

 

CDS-Pomona Chapter 

1700 Grevelia St #C 
South Pasadena, CA, 91030 

 

Look inside for new 
opportunities, ways 
to get involved and 
awesome 
educational events. 
Welcome to Free 
Rein your 
connection to 
Pomona Chapter 
events and 
accomplishments. 


